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1 Introduction

The emergence and popularization of the Information and

Communications Technologies (ICTs) changes the current

educational landscape [1]. In the teaching and learning

processes, technology is increasingly present every day.

ICTs facilitate individuals to learn anywhere and at any

time [2]. In fact, by using ICT, access to knowledge

acquisition is not restricted to formal contexts such as the

educational institutions. People can also acquire skills

during their daily life [3], in an intentional and structured

way (known as non-formal learning [4]) or in informal

contexts [5], such as talking with friends, playing games,

using their mobile devices, looking for information in the

Internet (what is known as informal learning). This means

that students are acquiring skills continuously, and in many

cases, they are unaware of doing so [6]. Considering all this

options, there is a necessity to explore how skills are

acquired and/or validated in each context.

Beyond these formal, non-formal and informal contexts

of learning, it is necessary to explore how people acquire

their skills. In this sense, not all people learn in the same

way; there is lot of research work dealing with the idea of

digital natives and digital immigrants [7–9]. Taking into

account these groups, we can affirm that not all digital

natives or immigrants’ improve their skills in the same

way, and there are other specific collectives that should not

be forgotten, such as older people and people with dis-

abilities [10–12]. For these groups, as well as for disad-

vantaged environments or societies where the technology

and new devices do not have a strong presence, the use of

ICT can be something exclusive. Therefore, the need arises

to facilitate knowledge and skills acquisition for all.

The study of how to improve universal access to digital

information and how to improve society skills to achieve

this general objective is the starting point of the present

special issue. In this context, it is necessary to analyze

where and when learning happens, how it happens, and

what are the needs, aims and abilities of the learners. In

order to do so, it is necessary to explore existing method-

ologies, frameworks and tools used to access and manage

knowledge, and whether they make it accessible for all.

Digital content, services, systems and methodologies have

been studied over the last several decades to improve and

generate new models and methods for accessing content

(especially rules and recommendations for disabled users

[13]). These efforts are dynamic, particularly considering

the constant technological revolution that continuously

transforms these devices and their capabilities. This special

issue focuses on research work related to the design,

development, use of systems, content and all types of

knowledge management as well as mixed evaluation [14].

The UAIS special issue comes after the successful

organization of two international events:

• The invited session entitled ‘‘Knowledge Society for all.

New trends in Education,’’ organized in the context of the

18th HCI International Conference 2016, in Toronto,

Canada (http://2016.hci.international), thematic area

‘‘Learning and Collaboration Technologies,’’ with 21
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papers accepted, and the Best Paper Award of the the-

matic area [15].

• The invited session entitled ‘‘Open and Social Envi-

ronments for e-Learning and Educational Assessment,’’

organized in the context of the 17th HCI International

Conference 2016, in Los Angeles (California), USA

(http://2015.hci.international/), thematic area ‘‘Learn-

ing and Collaboration Technologies,’’ with 13 papers

accepted.

The development of this special issue involves three

stages. The first consisted of the reception and evaluation

of abstracts, as a way to reject those works out of the scope

of the special issue. We received 31 abstracts to be eval-

uated, and 23 were selected. In the second stage, these

papers were evaluated through a peer review process. Each

paper was reviewed by three experts on the special issues

topics. The papers were distributed and assigned according

to the expertise and field of study of the different

reviewers.

During the third stage, feedback was provided to the

authors that had to correct their manuscripts and resubmit

them. Once the review was completed, authors were con-

tacted regarding the acceptance or rejection of their papers.

A total of 16 papers were accepted after these three stages.

In this second part, we present eight papers describing

studies, models and methodologies, systems and experi-

ences, and evaluations related to different approaches in

the field of information society skills and the accessibility

of the contents and knowledge.

To start, Tihomir Orehovački and Snježana Babić [16]

proposed a quality model that captures the particularities of

social Web applications when used on mobile devices.

Following a literature review of the framework, they

identify a set of variables in order to design a conceptual

model in the form of a mobile quality requirements tree.

They have carried out an empirical study to assess the

reliability of the model with the main conclusion that it is

necessary to pay attention to measuring relevant dimen-

sions of system quality followed by assessing elements of

service quality, user experience, performance and effort.

They found that attributes such as recoverability, loyalty,

reliability, response time, customizability contribute to the

overall perceived mobile quality of social Web applications

designed for collaborative writing.

The work by Fidalgo-Blanco et al. [17] proposed the

integration of the classic flip teaching model with a knowl-

edge spiral that involves ontological and time dimensions.

The flip teaching model usually involves students/trainees

attending lectures outside of class time, which normally is

dedicated to practical exercises. The authors assume the role

of the student as a person who is able to share the knowledge

previously acquired on a subject in order to improve the

learning process of peers. For their propose, they carried out

a quasi-experimental method to prove that the new model,

called ontological flip teaching, increases the effectiveness

and efficiency of the classical flip teaching model in the

acquisition of the teamwork competence.

Ferrándiz et al. [18], in their paper, analyze the imple-

mentation of a building information modeling (BIM)

approach in a construction course. Nowadays, the digital

implementation of construction content in the Architectural

Engineering at United Arab Emirates University is realized

using AutoCAD. With this new approach, the authors seek

to evaluate the improvement in students’ motivation, per-

formance and satisfaction using a quasi-experimental

design. The results show that BIM solutions improve the

student work efficiently and the understanding of the

course material, which lead them to improve their moti-

vation and satisfaction using Revit (the BIM solution

selected in order to maintain an affordable connection with

the previous software used, AutoCAD). Due to these

results, the construction course has been redesigned in

order to adapt the content explanation to the BIM solutions.

With regard to the migration process of Information

Technologies (IT) to the cloud computing framework,

Cardoso et al. [19] had investigated how an IT Infrastruc-

ture Library (ITIL) could be useful to the migration of

services, applications, and data to cloud computing.

Moreover, they present a discussion about how these pro-

cesses help people improve their skills in knowledge

accessibility. The research was validated with the imple-

mentation of a case study and with interviews with stake-

holders of the whole process. The results show how ITIL

provides a common language between the customer and the

cloud service providers, improving support in the decision-

making process and reducing its learning process, a clear

result of the improvement in the system’s access to data.

Following in the IT framework, Krizanovic [20] analyzed

how to reduce the digital divide in the use of broadband

solutions in rural areas. To define new strategies for the

deployment and adoption of rural broadband solutions, the

authors proposed, in a first stage, an extended techno-eco-

nomic assessment process. The results of the analyses are

used in a second stage for a new standard techno-economic

modeling process, which is finally demonstrated for a case

study in a rural scenario. It is clear that the fact that broad-

band access is not available in the majority of rural areas

worldwide creates a digital divide between the humans and

their place of living. The proposal is a starting point for

improving universal access to digital information and

improving the digital skills of the rural population. The

results could be useful to both network operators and

broadband market regulators when choosing the best

deployment solutions and broadband deployment strategies.
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Pileggi [21] in his paper discussed the changes and the

innovation that Google Scholar (GS) has introduced as a

tool which provides a simple way to broadly search for

scholarly literature across many disciplines and sources.

Compared to other non-free tools, GS also provides citation

metrics and is open to a much larger audience according to

its open data philosophy. On the other hand, Pileggi pro-

poses possible improvements for analysis on academic

citations. These new approaches are aimed at considering a

GS profile providing a social perspective on academic

citations. By adopting the contextual processing and anal-

ysis proposed in this paper, the typical advice looking at

common metrics could be replaced by objective, effec-

tively comparable and unambiguous parameters supporting

the main indices.

In their paper, Calero-Valdez et al. [22] combined ten

different empirical studies which investigated different

aspects of how user diversity influences the motivation

to use social media at work. Their meta-study analyzes

aspects of user diversity and their correlation with eight

motives for social networking sites (SNS) usage: infor-

mation, importance, contact, self-presentation, auton-

omy, social comparison, and power and control. In their

results, the individual achievement motivation correlates

positively with the motives importance, power, infor-

mation and self-presentation. The need for autonomy

correlates with openness to new experiences and the

need for social comparison with gender and neuroticism.

Understanding what motivates users to use an SNS is the

key to ensure the innovation capability of small and

medium enterprises more affected by demographic

changes and thus knowledge loss. Following these

assumptions, finding a consistent model across different

user groups, organizations and cultures will help in tai-

loring services that maximize individual usage satisfac-

tion and organizational utility.

Finally, Gonçalves et al. [23] addressing the impor-

tance associated with e-commerce Web site accessibility

performed a study on one of the most relevant Portuguese

e-commerce Web sites. At an initial stage, they evaluated

the chosen Web site with a Web accessibility and

usability automatic tool called SortSite; they then per-

formed a manual evaluation to verify each previously

detected error and possible solutions. In the third phase,

three usability specialists were used to perform a heuristic

evaluation of the chosen Web site, and finally, a user test

with blind people was carried out in order to fully assess

the compliance with accessibility and usability guidelines

and standards. The results showed that the platform had a

good score regarding the automatic evaluation; however,

when the heuristic and manual evaluations were per-

formed, some accessibility and usability problems were

discovered. Moreover, the user test results regarding

efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction were not posi-

tive. As a conclusion, they highlight user interaction

problems and propose seven recommendations focused on

enhancing accessibility and usability of not only the

evaluated e-commerce Web site, but also other similar

ones.

In conclusion, this special issue (in its two parts) pre-

sents some different approaches with novel data and

solutions related to the improvement in the information

society skills [24]. As previously stated, knowledge, in

general, and data, interactions and accessibility to content

in particular are primary goals in our digitalized society.

For these reasons, it is necessary to empower collaboration

and learning by taking advantage of human abilities to use

and manipulate mobile and digital devices. The proposed

methods, case studies and analysis add new ideas for data

representation and access to all type of data, something that

quickly must improve the Universal Access and usability

of contents [25].
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